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Revolutionary Readings: Marxism

We are living in 
transformative times. 
Over the last several years, the right wing has 
gained both grassroots strength, and increased 
legitimacy and representation within official 
society. On the left, DSA membership appears 
to have crested, calls for “socialism” have 
entered mainstream consciousness, and a 
new generation of post-George Floyd rebels 
are grappling with questions relating to long 
term, sustained organizing, the role of the state, 
imperialism, white supremacy, and patriarchy, 
to name a few burning questions in our 
moment. While Unity and Struggle (U&S) is of 
the opinion that new tools are needed for this 
fundamentally unique landscape, we believe we 
must reground ourselves in political theory that 
provides answers––drawing on lessons from 
the past––while provoking questions that help 
us reflect on our moment. In our Revolutionary 
Readings series, we will release what we see 
as foundational syllabi for today’s militants 
grappling with key questions. U&S offers these 
syllabi (Marxism, Gender, Race, Organization 
and The State) to new members, as well as the 
non-members we organize alongside. Together, 
we believe they provide a basic methodology 
for understanding our world.

The first in the Revolutionary Readings 
Series, Marxism, emphasizes Marx’s earlier 
philosophical and libertarian texts, importantly 
combined with his ideas on political 
economy and strategy. Developing a Marxist 
philosophical framework is an essential starting 
point in not only understanding our world, but 
also changing it. Each reading is paired with 
a particular section of our Communist Theory 
of Marx series, or another U&S article, which 
serve as complementary texts for reading Marx 
from a libertarian perspective. We recognize 
that there are many ways to read Marx, and 
history has provided countless examples of 
varied Marxist approaches and applications. 
However, this study guide is intended for those 
who believe in from-below revolution (as 

opposed to party-planned or imposed from 
above), and who have an unwavering faith in 
the working class’s abilities to determine their 
own self-interests.

More directly, this packet is an explicit attempt 
to engage with liberalism, dogmatic Orthodox 
Marxist-Leninism, and other tendencies we 
may encounter and need tools to debate 
or engage with. We aim to bring Marx’s 
methodology to life through a dynamic process 
of theory and practice, action and reflection. To 
this end, each section will generally have five 
parts:

1. A list of key themes and concepts to 
watch out for as you read,

2. A set of summary questions to help you 
put the themes and concepts into your 
own words, and to keep focused away 
from some of the unnecessary rabbit 
holes Marx is known for taking us down,

3. A series of more abstract critical 
questions designed to draw our lived 
experiences into abstraction,

4. Some debate provocations, often 
against Orthodox Marxist readings,

5. An experiential exercise or two to 
practically apply the lessons.

Each reading builds on the next, and should be 
placed in conversation with all others.

We are soliciting feedback on this syllabus, 
and would love to hear about any experiences 
people have in facilitating or participating in a 
study group using it. We encourage people to 
send us copies of their post-study reflections so 
we can incorporate feedback into an updated 
and revised syllabus, once this version has 
been tested out. We can be reached on most 
social media platforms @UnityandStrug or via 
email at redmaroons@gmail.com.

We hope others find the readings and 
questions as useful as we have in orienting 
ourselves to the world around, and within, us.

💜 Unity and Struggle
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Unity & Struggle is a national anti-state communist collective. We 
envision a liberatory society in which people enjoy direct control and 
decision making power over the forces that shape our lives, and in 
which our collective wealth is shared freely to advance humanity. Such 
a revolutionary transformation of society requires the escalation, and 
eventual coalescence, of existing independent struggles to abolish 
racism, sexism, capitalism, and the state. We engage in local struggles 
to build working-class power, autonomy, and internationalism. 

Revolutionary organizations play an important role in preparing the 
working class to overthrow capitalism and transform the world. We 
connect militants across distant locations and differing issues. We build 
bridges between waves of struggle and preserve the rich historical 
lessons of movements past. We learn from struggles as we participate in 
them, and clarify the challenges and questions our class must confront 
on the path to a free society. 
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1. Key Themes and Terms
• Civil society
• Bourgeois political economy
• Ricardo’s Labor Theory of Value
• Dialectics
• Idealism & materialism

2. Summarization
• Callinicos calls out Smith, Malthus and 

Ricardo as the main bourgeois political 
economists who contributed to his 
thinking. What are some key lessons 
of each thinker - which parts did Marx 
keep and which did he reject?

• Callinicos calls out Hegel and 
Feuerbach as the main philosophers 
who contributed to his thinking. What 
are some key lessons of each thinker - 
which parts did Marx keep and which 
did he reject?

• How would you combine a critique 
of political economy (via Smith and 
Ricardo) with a philosophy (via Hegel 
and Feuerbach) to create a Marxist 
method?

3. Critical Thinking
• What are some ways you have heard 

people thinking like the bourgeois 
political economists Marx is critiquing? 
For example, when have you heard 
arguments about “human nature?” 

• What are some ways civil society 
explains change and historical 
conditions? How is this different from 
Marx’s method?

4. Friendly Debates
• Orthodox Marxists argue that there 

is a hard split between Marx’s early 
“more idealistic” works and his later, 
“more scientific” works, often wholly 
rejecting the former. Use the tools 
you’ve developed in this chapter to 
describe some potential issues with 
that historical narrative.

• Callinicos comes from a tradition 
with lineage from Marx to Lenin to 
Trotsky. At times, this tradition will 
interpret Marx through Engels, who 
was a bit more of a materialist than 
Marx. Can you identify some areas 
where Callinicos emphasizes an over-
correction toward crass materialism, 
rather than a dialectic between 
materialism and idealism?

5. Experiential Exercise
Take a story, any story, fact or fiction, 
and practice applying dialectics. What 
were the preconditions that gave rise to 
new conditions in the story? How were 
the contradictions resolved to become 
something new?

Play around on the Dialectics4Kids 
(http://dialectics4kids.org) resource; play a 
game of Fluxx

Callinicos Chapter 3

POP ED TOOL

Optional pre-study preparation
https://bit.ly/3686Mj0
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j8jxyrboqYqQFoDWHCd6cC0RCy-mXjem/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j8jxyrboqYqQFoDWHCd6cC0RCy-mXjem/view?usp=sharing
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1. Key Themes and Terms
• Philosophical materialism 
• “Feuerbachian” materialism
• Philosophical idealism
• Practico-critical activity

2. Summarization
• Summarize Marx’s beef-tofu with 

Feuerbach’s materialism. What’s wrong 
with it, in his view? As one point, 
specify how Feuerbach’s notion of 
human essence differs from Marx’s.

• Summarize Marx’s new materialism. 
How is it new and different?

3. Critical Thinking
• What role does thinking play in 

“practico-critical activity”? Have 
you ever achieved “practico-critical 
activity” in your life?

• In Thesis 11, Marx writes, “Philosophers 
have only interpreted the world ... 
the point is to change it.”  What are 
the implications of this statement on 
revolutionaries, organizers, Marx’s 
peers, and Marx himself?

4. Friendly Debates
• Brainstorm one example of 

“Feuerbachian” materialism at work in 
an institution / group in society today. 
What makes it “Feuerbachian”? How 
would you characterize these politics?

• Crass materialists have interpreted 
Marx’s new materialism in a way that 

rejects the importance of theory, or 
disconnects theory from working class 
practice. How might a crass materialist 
read this text? How can we use the 
text to debate crass materialism?

5. Experiential Exercise
Collect pictures or advertisements 
that express Feuerbachian old 
materialism. Describe what makes them 
Feuerbachian.

The Communist Theory of Marx Quliff Notes on Theses on Feuerbach

Theses on Feuerbach

PAIR WITH POP ED TOOL

https://bit.ly/3CA2DAD

https://bit.ly/3CJUXMg https://bit.ly/3pVo75W
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http://www.unityandstruggle.org/2012/11/the-communist-theory-of-marx/
http://www.unityandstruggle.org/2012/11/the-communist-theory-of-marx/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XuGwDfGO8oGC08cN-XZIgRCWWIZ2zNew9BGfsHQi0P0/edit?pli=1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XuGwDfGO8oGC08cN-XZIgRCWWIZ2zNew9BGfsHQi0P0/edit?pli=1
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yg0YcFu76rty5CSzEWOZq-xVYBb1YJxT/view?usp=sharing
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1. Key Themes and Terms
    Define the Following:

• Mode of production / “mode of life”
• Division of labor
• Property
• Consciousness
• Historical moments

2. Summarization
• Review Marx’s arguments from 

the Theses on Feuerbach, and the 
background information from the 
Callinicos chapters. How does Marx 
touch on these critiques and frameworks 
in German Ideology?

• What is the relationship between 
property and the division of labor? Why 
is the division of labor important for 
Marx? Consider this abstractly but also 
within the context of the examples Marx 
gives, for example, divisions between: 
mental / manual labor, town / country, 
manufacture / large scale industry, etc.

• Describe in your own words the four 
moments of human history.

3. Critical Thinking
• Connect the four moments of human 

history to this section’s description of 
stages as “productive forces.” Do you find 
“moments” to be a helpful framework? 
Why or why not?

• What is significant about the various 
historical forms of property? What are 

the bases for the further development 
or revolution of these forms of property?  
What do such property forms mean for 
mode of life? 

4. Friendly Debates
• Contrast Marx’s notes on “moments” and 

stages as “productive forces” with what 
you know about more stagist Marxist 
interpretations. How does this reading 
shed new light on debates around 
“primitive communism,” “low” or “high” 
stages of communism, or whether the 
peasantry needed to go through a stage 
of bourgeois capitalism, etc.

• Many Marxists consider “controlling 
the means of production” to be the key 
aspect of a communist society, as part 
of the abolition of property. What does 
this section teach us about property 
and its connection to other aspects of 
capitalism? What would a complete 
abolition of property entail?

5. Experiential Exercise
Spend a few hours this week learning a 
new skill. This could be cooking a new dish, 
learning to play a song on an instrument, 
learning a craft like knitting or crocheting, 
etc. Compare your experience learning 
this skill with humanity’s social, historical 
“learning” process, or moments in history. 
How does the concept of “trial and error” 
apply here?

Kindred graphic novel selection

The Time Machine 2002 movie clip

The German Ideology, Part 1

POP ED TOOL

A. HISTORY, DIVISION OF LABOR & PROPERTY, AND 
CONSCIOUSNESS (p. 33-54)

History and the Social Forms of 
Existence

PAIR WITH

https://bit.ly/3tQ3auj

https://bit.ly/3I6j5tB

https://bit.ly/3t4qMvR

https://bit.ly/3vYAUbk
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ig4K-7TQCZI1NlVlXdolRsN4v1RqjFNk/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ig4K-7TQCZI1NlVlXdolRsN4v1RqjFNk/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9SemYK9HEw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9SemYK9HEw
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W_f9hMLPc-IbGrhlaV2PFGC6UKFRETcO/view?usp=sharing
http://www.unityandstruggle.org/2013/01/history-and-the-social-forms-of-existence/
http://www.unityandstruggle.org/2013/01/history-and-the-social-forms-of-existence/
http://www.unityandstruggle.org/2013/01/history-and-the-social-forms-of-existence/
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1. Key Themes and Terms
• Civil society
• Class and revolutionary struggle
• Contradiction between productive 

forces and form of intercourse
• Separation of town and country
• Freedom
• Communism

2. Summarization
• What are the elements included in 

class formation and revolutionary 
struggle?

• Marx uses the antagonism between 
town vs. country, and mental 
vs. manual labor as examples of 
contradictions that capitalist society 
throws up. Dissect these examples. 
How do they apply to today’s societal 
form?

• What is freedom for Marx? What is his 
communist vision? Consider aspects 
such as the abolition of property, 
abolition of division of labor, the 
abolition of social conditions of labor 
outside of our control, etc.

3. Critical Thinking
• How does Marx relate social 

consciousness to social being? Where 
do dominant ideas come from, in 
Marx’s estimation? Is it the same as 
“brainwashing”?  How about “false 
consciousness”?

• Look at German Ideology as a whole. 
What method is Marx using to analyze 
history? Relate this back to the Theses 
on Feuerbach.

4. Friendly Debates
• If “The existence of revolutionary ideas 

in a particular period presupposes 
the existence of a revolutionary 
class,” what does this mean for the 
revolutionary “Party”? Consider Lenin’s 
statement (from “What Is to Be Done?” 
https://bit.ly/3MKyL98) that “Without 
revolutionary theory there can be no 
revolutionary movement.” Are these 
two quotes fundamentally opposed 
to one another? Or is there a possible 
synthesis of the two? 

• Anarchism on its own is a philosophy 
of morals, arguing that oppressive 
institutions like white supremacy, 
patriarchy, the state, and hierarchy 
are morally corrupt and must be 
opposed on ethical grounds. What 
are the limitations of this framework, 
given Marx’s understanding of the 
development of history? What might 
some Anarchists see as the limitations 
of Marx’s arguments laid out in the 
study thus far? How can the Anarchist 
framework be strengthened when 
combined with a Marxist framework?

The German Ideology, Part 1

B. CIVIL SOCIETY, CLASS & REVOLUTIONARY STRUG-
GLE; FREEDOM & COMMUNISM (p. 57-102)

https://bit.ly/3tQ3auj

Kindred graphic novel selection

The Time Machine 2002 movie clip

POP ED TOOL
History and the Social Forms of 
Existence

PAIR WITH

https://bit.ly/3I6j5tB

https://bit.ly/3t4qMvR

https://bit.ly/3vYAUbk
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W_f9hMLPc-IbGrhlaV2PFGC6UKFRETcO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ig4K-7TQCZI1NlVlXdolRsN4v1RqjFNk/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ig4K-7TQCZI1NlVlXdolRsN4v1RqjFNk/view
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9SemYK9HEw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9SemYK9HEw
http://www.unityandstruggle.org/2013/01/history-and-the-social-forms-of-existence/
http://www.unityandstruggle.org/2013/01/history-and-the-social-forms-of-existence/
http://www.unityandstruggle.org/2013/01/history-and-the-social-forms-of-existence/
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1. Key Themes and Terms
• “Critique of political economy”
• Species-being / “human nature”
• Estrangement / alienation and its 

various forms
• Labor

2. Summarization
• Summarize the different forms of 

alienation described in the piece. 
Describe areas of your life where 
you’ve experienced each one.

• What does Marx mean by species-
being? What are some other ways of 
understanding this concept?

3. Critical Thinking
• If our labor is alienated under 

capitalism, who owns our labor? What 
is the relationship between alienated 
labor and private property?

• Alienated labor exponentially 
reproduces itself. Why / how does this 
happen?

• Use the concept of estranged labor to 
help us understand race and gender: 
how do race and gender operate 
through different forms of alienation?

4. Friendly Debates
• As mentioned, many Orthodox 

Marxists see Marx’s early writings, 
like the 1844 Manuscripts as idealistic 
(overly influenced by Hegel), and 
therefore do not read this text. What 

are some ways that this text provides a 
fundamental critique of Stalinist, hard 
Leninist and Maoist understandings of 
the world?

• Some critique Marx as being too 
human-centric, and sowing a division 
between humans and the natural 
world. Indeed, some of his later 
writing is much more divisive in this 
way. How does this text provide a 
counterexample to this rigid division / 
speciesism / human-chauvinism?

5. Experiential Exercises
• Scan your Facebook, Instagram, 

Twitter, TikTok or other social media 
for content about “human nature,” or 
make a post to ask people what they 
think about “human nature.” What are 
common conceptions? How do they 
contrast to what Marx says about 
“human nature,” or “species-being?”

• Write a journal entry describing a 
single interaction with someone in your 
life. Point out the different alienated 
experiences. Consider the various 
forms of alienation Marx describes and 
connect this to your experiences.

• Identify a movie, visual art piece, song, 
or other work of art or culture that has 
themes of alienation in it. How does 
the artist describe this alienation? How 
do you relate? Analyze the work in 
Marxist terms.

Peter Hudis KPFA interview “Marx on Life After Capitalism” 
Get Out “Sink Into the Floor”                                         “Auction” 
2018 BLM-Inspired Films

Estranged Labor

POP ED TOOL

https://bit.ly/3MIcqZW

https://bit.ly/3I3n7Tl

https://bit.ly/34BZbZA

https://bit.ly/3I3n7Tl                                 https://bit.ly/3I7DOgt
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https://kpfa.org/episode/against-the-grain-november-29-2016/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBwVWrBk_uo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KsPYheKNNg
http://www.unityandstruggle.org/2019/05/black-on-both-sides-grappling-with-blm-in-movies/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-PIeQtwcz5qq6WhItoo-7vGIYBNX6XPN/view?usp=sharing
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1. Key Themes and Terms
• Civil society
• Totality of relations of production / 

productive forces
• Base / economic foundation & 

superstructure
• Social consciousness

2. Summarization
• What does Marx mean when he 

writes that “the anatomy of this civil 
society has to be sought in political 
economy”?

• What is the relationship between 
base, superstructure and social 
consciousness?

3. Critical Thinking
• How does Marx discuss the role of 

social relations in the “development of 
… the material forces of production”? 
Put this in conversation with his 
conception of the various moments of 
history in German Ideology.

• How might you apply earlier concepts, 
like subject and object; or idealism and 
materialism; to this piece?

4. Friendly Debates
• Pick a movement, institution, or 

cultural trend you have interacted with 
recently, and describe it in terms of 
base and superstructure––how are 
these aspects distinguished from one 
another, and how are they intertwined?

• This piece is the only one where Marx 
discusses “base” and “superstructure,” 
yet, for many Orthodox Marxists this 
is a key concept. How do Orthodox 
Marxists understand these concepts, 
and why might it be so central to their 
way of thinking? Be sure to put this 
in conversation with lessons from the 
“Theses on Feuerbach,” “Estranged 
Labor,” and German Ideology.

5. Experiential Exercises
Orthodox Marxists adopt the concepts of 
“base” and “superstructure” to constitute 
a pyramid. Draw out an alternative shape 
or form that could help us understand a 
more libertarian application of “base” and 
“superstructure.”

“Preface” to A Contribution to 
a Critique of Political Economy

PAIR WITH
For Herself, and Therefore, for the Class: Toward a Methodological Feminism

https://bit.ly/3CBtKLs

https://bit.ly/3I5bPOj
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https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1859/critique-pol-economy/preface.htm
http://www.unityandstruggle.org/2013/03/for-herself/
http://www.unityandstruggle.org/2013/03/for-herself/
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1. Key Themes and Terms
• Commodity
• Use-value vs. exchange value
• Exchange value vs. value
• Useful Labor vs. Abstract Labor
• Socially necessary labor time

2. Summarization
• Which of the terms above refer to 

specific kinds of labor/value, and 
which ones refer to specific amounts?

• What does Marx mean when he says 
that the wealth of capitalist societies 
appears as an immense collection of 
commodities? What other forms has 
wealth appeared in before capitalism? 
What forms do you think it could take 
after?

3. Critical Thinking
• Why do you think Marx is beginning 

with a discussion of the commodity? 
In other pieces like the Communist 
Manifesto we begin by talking 
about class struggle, and in German 
Ideology, Marx’s critique focuses on 
private property and the division of 
labor. Why do you think an analysis 
of the commodity form is part of that 

same project? What do you think this 
approach might tell us that the others 
don’t?

• Since Marx’s time, most mainstream 
economists have come to believe that 
the “third thing” that two commodities 
have in common that makes them 
exchange at a particular rate is their 
usefulness. Why would this answer be 
unsatisfactory for Marx?

4. Experiential Exercises
Try and identify some useful objects 
around you or in your home that are not 
commodities.

Capital Vol. 1    

PAIR WITH

POP ED TOOLS

A) THE TWO FACTORS OF THE COMMODITY (P.125-138)

Capitalism and the Value Form

Kapital for Beginners Capital, a Playlist

https://bit.ly/34DsyuF

https://bit.ly/36bNgCc https://spoti.fi/3MJVulO

https://bit.ly/34DsyuF

A
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https://www.surplusvalue.org.au/Marxism/Capital%20-%20Vol.%201%20Penguin.pdf
http://www.unityandstruggle.org/2014/09/capitalism-and-the-value-form/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LFcwT-D6tDNjg4OTMwNGYtZDIzZC00NTFlLTk1YzktMmQwMjQxMDFlZmJi/view?sort=name&layout=list&num=50
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LFcwT-D6tDNjg4OTMwNGYtZDIzZC00NTFlLTk1YzktMmQwMjQxMDFlZmJi/view?sort=name&layout=list&num=50
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1. Key Themes and Terms
• Relative and equivalent forms of value
• The various social forms of value: 

simple, expanded, general, money

2. Summarization
• Marx describes commodities as 

“having” value, but also insists value is 
not a physical thing in the commodity. 
How, then, do commodities come 
to “have” value? Point to specific 
passages to form an answer.

• How does the capitalist “money form” 
arise, in Marx’s account? Is he saying 
this is how money was invented 
historically, or that this is how money 
becomes logically necessary when you 
think about it, or some combination?

3. Critical Thinking
Marx spends a lot of time detailing the 
relative and equivalent forms of value. 
What aspects of commodities matter 
when they serve as each of these forms? 
Why?

4. Friendly Debate
Robert Owen and Pierre-Joseph 
Proudhon were socialists who thought 
poverty was caused by banks extracting 
rents and interests, and manipulating 
markets to avoid giving producers a fair 
price for their goods. Their goal was to 
abolish money and replace it with some 
other system (labor tokens, etc.) that 

would allow commodities to circulate 
at their true value. What is the problem 
with this perspective based on what 
we’ve read so far? (Secondary Resource: 
Marx’s Inferno p.70-81)

5. Experiential Exercises
Thinkv of an example (real or fictional) 
where a commodity other than gold 
serves as a general equivalent.

Capital Vol. 1

B) THE FORM OF VALUE  (P.138-163)

POP ED TOOLS
Kapital for Beginners Capital, a Playlisthttps://bit.ly/36bNgCc https://spoti.fi/3MJVulO

B https://bit.ly/34DsyuF
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https://www.surplusvalue.org.au/Marxism/Capital%20-%20Vol.%201%20Penguin.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LFcwT-D6tDNjg4OTMwNGYtZDIzZC00NTFlLTk1YzktMmQwMjQxMDFlZmJi/view?sort=name&layout=list&num=50
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LFcwT-D6tDNjg4OTMwNGYtZDIzZC00NTFlLTk1YzktMmQwMjQxMDFlZmJi/view?sort=name&layout=list&num=50
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1. Key Themes and Terms
• “Phantom-like objectivity”
• “Material relations between people 

become social relations between 
things”

2. Summarization
• The term “commodity fetish” is 

sometimes used casually to mean a 
consumerist mindset. How does this 
differ from Marx’s use of the term?

• How do things become commodities? 
List a few commodities in today’s 
society, and describe how they take on 
the character of a commodity, instead 
of simply being goods or services.

3. Critical Thinking
After many hours studying the critique of 
political economy, I’ve unlearned the idea 
that commodities really “have” value, but 
sometimes I still find myself exchanging 
them as if they did. What can I do to stop 
treating commodities like a fetish object?

4. Friendly Debate
Orthodox Marxists have historically cut 
or de-emphasized chapter one of Capital. 
Why do you think this is the case?  
What is your experience with orthodox 
Marxism?

Capital Vol. 1

SECONDARY RESOURCE

C) THE COMMODITY FETISH (P.163-178)

I.I. Rubin, “The Objective Basis of Commodity Fetishism” (5 pages)

POP ED TOOLS
Kapital for Beginners Capital, a Playlisthttps://bit.ly/36bNgCc https://spoti.fi/3MJVulO

C https://bit.ly/34DsyuF

UNITY & STRUGGLE MARX SYLLABUS

https://www.surplusvalue.org.au/Marxism/Capital%20-%20Vol.%201%20Penguin.pdf
https://www.marxists.org/archive/rubin/value/ch01.htm
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LFcwT-D6tDNjg4OTMwNGYtZDIzZC00NTFlLTk1YzktMmQwMjQxMDFlZmJi/view?sort=name&layout=list&num=50
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LFcwT-D6tDNjg4OTMwNGYtZDIzZC00NTFlLTk1YzktMmQwMjQxMDFlZmJi/view?sort=name&layout=list&num=50
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1. Key Themes and Terms
• Labor power
• Surplus value
• Free / Unfree labor
• Primitive accumulation

2. Summarization
• What is capital? What makes it distinct 

from ‘wealth’ or ‘means of production?’
• How does capital come into being? 

What are the preconditions necessary 
for it to exist?

3. Critical Thinking
• Classical economists in Marx’s time, 

and Neoclassical economists in ours 
understand capital to be one of the 
three essential factors of production, 
along with labor and land. How does 
this differ from Marx’s view? Have you 
encountered any parts of the left that 
think this way?

• Where does primitive accumulation 
and unfree labor take place today?

4. Friendly Debate
In Capital in the 21st Century, the popular 
socialist economist Thomas Piketty 
defines capital as “a saleable asset that 
can receive a monetary return.”  (link)   
How do you think Marx would critique 
this definition?

Capital Vol. 1

PAIR WITH:

D)  WHAT IS CAPITAL? (CH. 4,6,&26)

U&S Podcast Interview: Primitive Accumulation
U&S Podcast Interview: Free & Unfree Labor 

D

POP ED TOOLS
Kapital for Beginners Capital, a Playlisthttps://bit.ly/36bNgCc

https://bit.ly/37qxbcx

https://bit.ly/3KWdIPx

https://spoti.fi/3MJVulO

https://bit.ly/34DsyuF

UNITY & STRUGGLE MARX SYLLABUS

https://theconversation.com/piketty-has-redefined-capital-after-200-years-of-confusion-25770
https://www.surplusvalue.org.au/Marxism/Capital%20-%20Vol.%201%20Penguin.pdf
https://revolutionaryleftradio.libsyn.com/unity
https://revolutionaryleftradio.libsyn.com/uands
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LFcwT-D6tDNjg4OTMwNGYtZDIzZC00NTFlLTk1YzktMmQwMjQxMDFlZmJi/view?sort=name&layout=list&num=50
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LFcwT-D6tDNjg4OTMwNGYtZDIzZC00NTFlLTk1YzktMmQwMjQxMDFlZmJi/view?sort=name&layout=list&num=50
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1. Key Themes and Terms
• Corvée system
• Surplus labor 
• ”Between equal rights force decides”

2. Summarization
• How is wage labor different from the 

corvée system? How is it similar?
• How did the English workers win the 8 

hour day?
• Why does Marx say these forms of 

struggle were impossible in America 
until the abolition of slavery?

3. Critical Thinking
• What does Marx mean when he says 

the corvee created serfdom, not the 
other way around?

• Besides serfdom, are there any 
situations where surplus labor doesn’t 
produce surplus value?

• Why does Marx compare the factory 
laws to a farmer letting a field rest 
to avoid depleting its soil? Whose 
interests are being advanced by these 
laws? Can you think of other laws that 
function similarly?

• -Consider the dialogue between 
worker and capitalist in section 1: what 
is at stake? What kinds of real life 
interactions are being represented?

• What preconditions are necessary for 
the worker to be able to confront the 
capitalist as an apparent equal in the 

market? How would this dialogue look 
different if these preconditions were 
not met?

4. Exercise:
Consider a situation where a capitalist 
is not giving their workers enough hours 
per week to reproduce themselves. What 
different demands could the workers take 
up in this case?

Capital Vol. 1

E) THE WORKING DAY (CH. 10)

E

POP ED TOOLS
Kapital for Beginners Capital, a Playlisthttps://bit.ly/36bNgCc https://spoti.fi/3MJVulO

https://bit.ly/34DsyuF

UNITY & STRUGGLE MARX SYLLABUS

https://www.surplusvalue.org.au/Marxism/Capital%20-%20Vol.%201%20Penguin.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LFcwT-D6tDNjg4OTMwNGYtZDIzZC00NTFlLTk1YzktMmQwMjQxMDFlZmJi/view?sort=name&layout=list&num=50
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LFcwT-D6tDNjg4OTMwNGYtZDIzZC00NTFlLTk1YzktMmQwMjQxMDFlZmJi/view?sort=name&layout=list&num=50
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2. Summarization
• In a footnote at the beginning of 

the chapter, Marx says it’s a shame 
nobody has written a critical history 
of technology on par with Darwin’s 
history of living organisms. Why does 
he think this sort of research would be 
so valuable?

• How can machinery that increases 
the productivity of our labor make us 
poorer?

• How did capitalists use work 
machinery as a weapon of class 
warfare?

• Why did the English workers abandon 
machine-breaking as a tactic?

3. Critical Thinking
• Read for German Ideology. How does 

industrialization affect our social 
consciousness? Our division of labor?

• Read for Theses on Feuerbach. 
Where do you see people engaging in 
practico-critical activity?

• How do you think technology could be 
different if it were made to serve our 
real desires rather than the production 
of surplus value?

4. Experiential Exercise:
Have you ever had a job where there 
was a piece of equipment that you 
came to hate or fear?

Capital Vol. 1

F) MACHINERY AND LARGE SCALE INDUSTRY (CH. 15 SECTIONS 1-5)

F

POP ED TOOLS
Kapital for Beginners Capital, a Playlisthttps://bit.ly/36bNgCc https://spoti.fi/3MJVulO

https://bit.ly/34DsyuF

UNITY & STRUGGLE MARX SYLLABUS

https://www.surplusvalue.org.au/Marxism/Capital%20-%20Vol.%201%20Penguin.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LFcwT-D6tDNjg4OTMwNGYtZDIzZC00NTFlLTk1YzktMmQwMjQxMDFlZmJi/view?sort=name&layout=list&num=50
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5LFcwT-D6tDNjg4OTMwNGYtZDIzZC00NTFlLTk1YzktMmQwMjQxMDFlZmJi/view?sort=name&layout=list&num=50
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Critique of the Gotha Programme

1. Key Themes and Terms
• Low and high communist stages
• Marx’s critique of Lassalle’s workers’ 

cooperatives
• The democratic demands of the Gotha 

program
• Dictatorship of the proletariat

2. Summarization
• Look up the context for what Gotha 

programme was, and the level of 
development and political debates at 
the time. Then, summarize the main 
points of Marx’s critique: what does 
he take issue with, and what does he 
propose?

• What political forms does Marx 
anticipate the revolutionary society 
will take at different points? Why does 
he think these will be needed? What 
political forms do you think could be 
necessary today?

3. Critical Thinking
• Describe an example of a “bourgeois 

right” in today’s society. Why does 
Marx critique “bourgeois rights”, yet 
think they will persist for a time after 
the revolution?

• Why does Marx oppose the idea 
of “equal right to the undiminished 
proceeds of labour” and “just 
distribution” of the surplus?

4. Friendly Debates
• How might progressives or social 

democrats orient to Marx’s concept 
of “bourgeois rights”? Using Marx’s 
method to devise some counter 
arguments.

• In this piece Marx argues that the 
transition to communism will have to 
pass through various stages? How 
have Orthodox Marxists interpreted 
this concept? How might this look 
today?

• Many Marxist-Leninist groups believe 
state socialism in the USSR, China 
or Cuba realized the “lower stage 
of communism” imagined by Marx. 
Do you agree? Based on what you 
know of these societies, assess them 
using Marx’s analysis in Capital and 
“Estranged Labor.”

5. Experiential Exercises
Watch this scene from Ken Loach’s “Land 
and Freedom” and have a debate about 
what the villagers should do.
(https://bit.ly/368GsVX) 

Land redistribution scene from 
Land and Freedom (film)

POP ED TOOLPAIR WITH
Section 27, “Was China State Capitalist,” 
in Maoism and the Chinese Revolution
https://bit.ly/3MHE3lU https://bit.ly/368GsVX

https://bit.ly/3CE198q

UNITY & STRUGGLE MARX SYLLABUS

https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1875/gotha/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=-B3JChcOIQI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=-B3JChcOIQI&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/-B3JChcOIQI
https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/elliott-liu-maoism-and-the-chinese-revolution#toc33
https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/elliott-liu-maoism-and-the-chinese-revolution#toc33
https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/elliott-liu-maoism-and-the-chinese-revolution#toc33
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Hal Draper, “The Dictatorship of the Proletariat’ in Marx and Engels”   https://bit.ly/3J7VGt5

Kevin Anderson, Marx at the Margins: On Nationalism, Ethnicity, and Non-Western 
Societies    https://bit.ly/3J7NXuN       U&S article on this book    https://bit.ly/3MXaZXV

Harry Cleaver, Reading Capital Politically  https://bit.ly/3CABjlL

Communist Research Cluster, European Socialism and Communism  https://bit.ly/3CCLA0E

Gilles Duavé, “From Crisis to Communization”  https://bit.ly/34InyoE

Raya Dunayevskaya, Marxism and Freedom   https://bit.ly/3t5G1Vg

Terry Eagleton, Ideology: An Introduction    https://bit.ly/3pZP9c2

Silvia Federici, “Why Sexuality is Work”   https://bit.ly/3MNZQbu

Stuart Hall, “The Problem of Ideology: Marxism Without Guarantees”  https://bit.ly/3I7GhHF

Partido de los Trabajadores Socialistas, “Marx ha vuelto” Youtube series https://bit.ly/3KFgGaN

Peter Hudis, Marx’s Concept of the Alternative to Capitalism (Historical Materialism)  
https://bit.ly/3J294Pf  // KPFA Interview  https://bit.ly/3t7HZor

Noel Ignatiev, “The Worldview of C.L.R. James” https://bit.ly/3ujjV19

Michael Heinrich, An Introduction to the 3 Volumes of Karl Marx’s Capital    https://bit.ly/3q16h17

Marxist Project Youtube  https://bit.ly/3w2favq

Bertell Ollman, Dance of the Dialectic: Steps in Marx’s Method   https://bit.ly/3t4RSTx

Raymond Williams, Marxism and Literature   https://bit.ly/3CBvWCE

Raymond Williams, “Base and Superstructure in Marxist Cultural Theory”  
https://bit.ly/3JabkE2

Additional Resources
UNITY & STRUGGLE MARX SYLLABUS

https://www.marxists.org/subject/marxmyths/hal-draper/article2.htm
http://abahlali.org/files/Anderson%20-%20Marx%20at%20the%20Margins.pdf
http://abahlali.org/files/Anderson%20-%20Marx%20at%20the%20Margins.pdf
http://www.unityandstruggle.org/2011/09/thoughts-on-kevin-andersons-marx-at-the-margins/
https://libcom.org/library/reading-capital-politically-cleaver-intro
https://communistresearchcluster.files.wordpress.com/2016/04/crc_ci_vol_one_1_2.pdf
https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/gilles-dauve-from-crisis-to-communisation
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9kmlindmq3w4am8/AABNb3fJ8fQGQxXNARfpJWi3a?dl=0&fbclid=IwAR1bchuMUC9bBH2rw6Tck29o-zcDznREYUbsBvMORMVFYGqS9_PVgsrVtsI
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1N_RCodePW_tKZ_rbEQpE1xFvmZgMWJcE/view?usp=sharing
http://criticaltheoryindex.org/assets/federici%2C-silvia-why-sexuality-is-work.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/019685998601000203
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eckwjxa0-w4
http://booksdescr.org/item/index.php?md5=528471795D7278074BBB1695F91DA9E9
https://kpfa.org/episode/against-the-grain-november-29-2016/
https://blog.pmpress.org/2019/05/22/a-new-notion-the-world-view-of-clr-james/
https://leandromarshall.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/heinrich-michael-an-introduction-to-the-three-volumes-of-karl-marxs-capital.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNalGyK3DaK37GTLIHSwmyA
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-XukBtj3hkJM9d-3BXtu39qL7SVPx57j/view?usp=sharing
https://mykelandrada.files.wordpress.com/2011/06/raymond-williams-marxism-and-literature.pdf
https://newleftreview.org/issues/I82/articles/raymond-williams-base-and-superstructure-in-marxist-cultural-theory

